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Abstract:
Medical imaging has been a common examination in daily clinical routine for screening and diagnosis of a variety of
diseases. Although hospitals have accumulated a large number of image exams and associated reports, it is yet challenging to effectively use them to build high precision computer-aided diagnosis systems. In this talk, I will present an
overview of cutting-edge techniques for mining existing free-text report data for assisting medical image analysis via
natural language processing and deep learning. Specifically, I will discuss (1) a rule-based method on dependency
graph to text-mine findings/diseases from the radiological reports, and (2) a transformer-based deep learning model
to extract attributes (e.g., type, location, size) of findings/diseases (lesions) from the radiological reports. Using these
methods, we are able to construct large-scale weakly-labeled image datasets with rich information. I will then demonstrate two case studies of medical image analysis using these datasets: (1) a text-image embedding deep neural network to classify common thorax disease and generate report in chest X-rays, and (2) a multitask universal lesion analysis network to detect, tag and segment lesions in CT images. Finally, I will conclude my talk with my near-future goal,
which is to weave machine learning, text-mining and image analysis together, and build automatous systems with a
higher-level understanding of the clinical world.
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